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Opportunity & Vision:

●  We have a few interesting options in this portfolio that does have a lot of potential., In addition to 
smaller niche markets there are large mass volume markets that need to be served in more custom 
and personal ways, building long term relationships and mutually beneficial transactions and wealth 
building on many levels, while passing along advantage to members for a more rewarding and 
prosperous experience.

● The FTP Account has opportunity in the credit card and financial transactions market in capabilities 
or the resources, facilities and technology that makes that possible, in both existing and innovative 
and inventive technological, products and services, plus the capacity to add a lot of bonus 
compensation and a vast range of CVI-Options built in.

● Advance surveys and notice of interest in the typical Unified Account  and Unified Portfolio Options 
style offer plenty more details and possibilities worth exploring.

● Find out how easy it is to optimize securities, options and opportunities at all levels with entities, 
jurisdictions, associations, co-operatives and other useful, powerful tools that work like magic right out 
of your financial toolbox for short, medium and long term timelines.

Explore & Discover:
● Beneficial options for Canadians, enterprise, entrepreneurs and people in general that will continue 
to grow, expand and contribute to the quality of life and everyday adventure with innovative and very 
customized capital structure with private securities, business combinations, joint venture and 
integrated business units, with options in control, ownership and other excellent features.  There is no 
limit to this market and if you don't find what you are looking for, we will invent it for you.

● Pre-IPO company opportunities multiple choice points on the time line, with public shell and public 
IPO Options offering avenues worth exploring. We have several intriguing prospects.

● Opportunities in the technology and machinery making polymer bank notes and securities is also 
available right now in this portfolio which is beneficial for countries transforming their paper currencies 
into polymer notes in addition to the growing private securities market for people that love real 
certificates and  like the idea of polymer securities notes. This is for people and companies that don't 
trust anything in an all electronic format, the street name, transfer agents, any remote possibility of 
fraud or anything that does not give them an honest and effective vote like having to deal with shares 
that are worth 100:1 or 1,000:1, stuff like that. This portfolio is definitely for you. We have some of this 
infrastructure now and the only thing we need is your vote of confidence and free pro-active choice.

● ATM acquisition and deployment, bank vaults and safes, security systems and technology are all 
portfolio possibilities, including companies making it, installing it or using it. We have plans for you and 
ATM networks, E-commerce resources, technology and capacity development is also in the portfolio 
with additional revenue stream benefits from shopping cart, website creation, product and service 
integration and mass market options with lower automated costs. These all have considerable initial 
time and intellectual capital costs, however, yield over time, special promotions, bonus compensation, 
markets, customers, products and services generate additional wealth This can also fuel resources for 
establishment of more regional or local establishments and operational centres, creating more jobs 
that include CVI centres to work at, be involved or simply check up on your portfolio and friends!
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